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Abstract
We investigated the potential sources of error when using time domain reflectometry (TDR)
to measure the water content of sandy soils and evaluated the technique as a means of
measuring evaporation from columns of soil and changes in soil water storage beneath crops.
Inaccurate depth location of the transmission lines or the development of a hole at the tip of
the transmission lines introduced an error about 10 times larger than the errors associated
with hardware and software. Calibration in two sandy soils gave a curve of similar shape
to that found by others except for values of dielectric constant <6 when measured values of
water content were less than those expected. Daily evaporation from soil columns measured
by weighing and with TDR showed large differences between the two techniques (up to 32%)
but compensating errors over time allowed cumulative evaporation to be estimated with TDR
to within 6.6% of that determined by weighing over a 162 h period. Under field conditions,
the agreement between TDR and neutron probe measures of changes in soil water storage in
the upper 0.3 m was good and generally within 10% over both 14 day and longer periods.

Keywords: TDR, water content, neutron probe, sandy soils, time domain reflectometry.

Introduction
Since Topp et al. (1980) demonstrated that time domain reflectometry (TDR)
could be used to determine the volumetric water content of soils, the technique
has been applied to many soil physical problems including frozen soils (Stein
and Kane 1983), saline soils (Dasberg and Dalton 1985) and unsaturated water
flow (Malicki et al. 1992). Recent developments in the design of field probes
has led to the introduction of multi-wire transmission lines which produce more
reliable measurements by reducing unwanted electrical noise and information loss
due t o impedance and geometry mismatch between the transmission lines and
connecting cable (Zegelin et al. 1989). Stainless steel rods can be inserted into
the soil as transmission lines and left in permanent positions and read, when
required, by placement of a detachable head over the ends of the rods.
Many soils in the dieatbelt of Western Australia are sands, especially at the
surface, so that TDR is potentially an appropriate means of measuring their
water content. However, preliminaxy observations suggested several practical
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problems that required attention before the technique could be used routinely.

In particular, when rriaking repeated nieasurements with a detachable head, it is
possible to displace the rods from their true depth in the soil either by pushing
them in or lifting them out slightly. This vertical movement of the transmission
lines not only altered the length of the transmission line in the soil but also
affected tlie contact between the transrnissiori h i e and the soil.
Work by several authors has suggested that the empirical relation between
water content and dielectric constant found by Topp et al. (1980) is applicable
to a wide range of mineral soils although a separate calibration is required for
organic soils (Roth ef nI. 1992). Zegelin et d.(1992) concluded that the 'universal'
calibration of Topp et d.(1980) worked well in coarser. light testured soils but
there might he systematic departure
that at low water contents (<Oe05 ni3
froni the relation because the dielectric constant of individual soil components
beconies important. Despite the attractiveness of the technique in ternis of the
rapidity and reliability of measurements, thcre have been few comparisoris with
other methods of measuring soil water content except gravimetrically. Zegeliii
ef 01. (1992) compared daily changes in stored soil water beneath a wlieirt crop
nieasured by TDR with those nieahured in a weighing lysillieter over a 6 day
wetting and drying period and a 16 day drying period. In both roniparisons,
the trends in soil water \\-ere similar for both techniques although TDR tended
to underestiniate losses in absolute terms by about 1 - 5inni hut with an average
deviation of <1O%,.
The work reported in this paper had three mitin aims. First. to deterriiine
the relative importance of systematic sources of error incliidiiig calibratioli and
niisplaceriient of the trniisinibsion lines. Second. to evaluate tlie use of TDR over
short time periods as a means of measuring evaporarion from handy soils. Finally,
to compare estimates of seasonal and periodic changes in stored soil water in the
upper 0 - 3 ni of two sitiidy soils measiired Kith TDR and H nciitron probe.
Materials and Methods
Irufnrrncrrfnfion

The TDR equipment comprised a Tc.kt,ronix 15O2C Rletwllic TDR Cable Test.er modified t.o
r:ornmiinicat,e with a DOS portable coiilputer wit.11 PYELAB T D R SESTERI software [CSIRO
Aust. 1992)). 'The probes used were the three-wire type described by Zegelin t f al. ( 1
cvit.11 stainless steel rod:: 6 . 3 5 nini in diamet.er, lerigth 8s appropriate, $et 50 nini apart;
rods were instailed vert.ically. The software allo~vscoiit.rol of scanning, scaling tirid ana
of the trace frmi t.hc comput.er keyhoard while in the field, iind storage of thc traces :+rid
the resulting nieasuremer~t.~.
The rods were carefully inserted into t.he soil wing a fr,rnier to
keep theni at the correct. lateral spacing and a metd block 1vit.h holes to e i i c : ~
t,lw rods as a.
driver to m " e they did not. penerrat.e t,he soil too deeply (Fig. l i . Soil $miples of known
volunie were uerd to c r ì l i h t e the transmission lines scparat.ely for readings taken at 0-0. 1,
0-0' 2 rind 0-0 ' 3 ni.
The neiit,rori prohe used was n Campbell Pacific instmnient, \\--hichm s cdihrated separately
for readiugs t.aken at O . 1. 0.9 and 0 . 3 ni depth using sui1 siimples of known ~oluliierliat. were
dried ir1 an oyen.
Sifts rind Soils
hlost of t.he work report,ed W:LS conducted itt tlie joiiit Libstern Xustra1i;in Depart nient of
~~gricult.iirelCSIRO
research a.nnex at East. Bewrley íW 08's.; 117' I d E . ) . Tho soil is a
shnllou;. yellow duplex [("tficorr (l!G91 Dy 2.82; USDX. Typic Niitrixuralf)] coniprising a
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layer of sand some 0-3-0.4 m deep overlying deeply weathered kaolinite clay. This paper is
concerned only with the sand layer and some physical properties are given in Table 1; further
soil properties for deeper profiles are given by Tennant et a¿. (1992). Some work was also
undertaken at Trefort's Farm, Narrogin (33'54's.; 117'13'E.), on a duplex soil on a site
with a slope of about 3%, which forms part of the Malebelling land surface (Mulcahy and
Hingston 1961); physical properties of the upper 0.3 m are also given in Table 1.
Table 1. Some physical properties of the soils used
Site

Depth

(4
East Beverley

Narrogin

0-10
10-20
20-30
0-10
10-20
20-30

Clay
<2pm

Silt
2-53pm
(g kg-')

Sand
532000 pm

Bulk
density
(Mg m-3)

39
45
41
117
118
152

38
37
32
123
109
97

923
918
927
760
773
751

1.57
1.75
1.73
1.34
1.66
1.66

Sources of Error and Calibration
Sources of error were studied at the East Beverley site. The effect of the number of traces
averaged to produce the analysed reading was studied using 0 - 2 m long transmission lines.
Ten successive measurements were made at the same spot averaging 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32
traces to produce the analysed reading. The accuracy of the 'standardized' technique of using
four traces was also determined by making ten successive measurements at the same place for
0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 m long transmission lines.
The effect of incorrect depth location of the transmission lines was studied by pushing 0.1,
0 - 2 and 0 . 3 m long transmission lines into the soil but leaving them 25 mm too proud, then
pushing them gently to 20 mm too deep in 5 mm steps; four measurements were made for
each depth. Another common practical problem found in sandy soils was that, once the rods
were pushed in, they could be drawn up again using the detachable head. This left a small
hole underneath the rod and reduced rod/soil contact throughout its length. The influence of
this hole was examined by pushing transmission lines 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 m long up to 20 mm
too deep and then pulling them back to their correct position (Fig. 1).
Comparison of TDR and soil water content determined by drying samples of moist soil was
undertaken six times (nine sites) at East Beverley and five times (six sites) at Narrogin. On
each occasion, three analyses of each TDR reading (each reading is the mean of four traces)
were taken at each depth interval (0-0.1, 0-0.2 and 0-0.3m) and three samples of soil in
0-0.1, 0.1-0.2 and 0.2-0.3 m intervals were collected in stainless steel cylinders 98 mm long
and 60.1 mm diameter.

Measurement of Evaporation
Irregularities in the soil surface may prevent uniform contact of the connecting head with
the soil surface so that the length of transmission line in the soil is not the same for all
rods. Eight undisturbed cores, 0.35 m long and 0.15 m diameter, were collected from East
Beverley, by pushing Vaselïne-coated, polyvinyl chloride cylinders into wet soil, and brought
to the laboratory. Four columns had 0.20 m long rods inserted t o 0.2 m depth, while in the
remaining four, the rods were installed 10 mm too shallow (i.e. 0.19 m length in the soil).
Movement of the rods during the experiment was prevented by sealing small rubber washers
to the rods with silicone cement at the soil surface.
To achieve an initial volumetric water content (e,) >0.20, 400cm3 of water was added
to each column after protecting the surface with a filter paper. The columns were sealed at
the base and placed in a ventilated, constant temperature room (22.51tO.5OC). The columns
were weighed daily on a balance and their water content was determined with TDR. From
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the second day, four columns (two with rods of correct length, two with rods too short) were
placed in front of ít fan t o increase the evaporative demand while the remaining four were left
at some distance. The potential evaporation at the two locatioris was estimated by weighing
three) containers of water with dinlensions similar to those of the soil columns.
'I

Error i n
ohcemeni:

Fig. 1. Diagr:imniatic rrpresentat ion uf the placeruent and misplacerlient of t rítnsniissinn
lines. The r-lashed lines indicates the correct placenierit d i e n the íiliiniinium head ~ n i i l dhe
mi the soil surface.
Cc~~npiirisr~n
of TDR und Ncutríjn Prohe

The nriit.rori probe has heen used widely to determine the chringcab in soil V;a.tsr storage in
profiles, altliough bepitrate citlihrations are neceszary ncar the soil surface because of lo
iieiitroris t.o the air. jf'hile the spatial rcmlut.iriri of the neut.ron probe and TDR are di
[see de \'riss ancl Iiirig (1961j and Bell [1976) for the neut.ron probe niid Zegelin et a l . (I%%.
1992) for TDR], siitíicient replication of mc.asiirerneIits should ensure that hoth t.echiiiques
produce similar est iniates of changes in water st.orage. Bleasiirements of soil water cmitent.
with hoth TDR rind rieut,ron prohr were m:de a.t abolit. 11 day intervals during t.he grovdi of
early- :md late-sown lupin and wheat. crops at East Beverley in 1991. Each crop \ v a replicated
six tiriirs and each plot cont.aincd a neutron prohe accebs tube and TDR t.ranxnission lines
0.1. 0 ' 2 and O '9m lorig sited rvit.hin 1..
niiof the access t.iihes. Neutron probe readings
were t,aken a t 0.1, 0 . 2 and 0 . 5 III, arid the scparate crtlihrat.ionr; were applied t.o cleternline
the water cont.ent. at eaclt depth. In calculating rhe water hslance of t,he surface O.:( m. the
readirigs íit. 0 . 1, 0 . 2 itnd 0 . 3 111 were ?+siimeilt.0 correspond to t,he dept.1) intcryab 0-0' 1.5,
0.15-0.25 and O.2.5-11.:30 ni.
At. NarrogiIi. a harlt~ycrop \vas grown in 1991 and soil water content. was measiirrd itt.
iihout. 11 day intervals at. ten locations < J W r a 100 m t,ransec-t by using t.hr neut.ron probe,
and at t,hree locatioris (top, middle m t i hottorn of the transect.) hy using the TDR with
transmission hies (J . 1, (1. 2 and (1.3 111 long.
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Results

a

Sources of Error and Calibration
Three sources of error are involved in TDR measurement of water content:
the instrument error, the placement of the transmission lines in the soil, and
the choice of the appropriate calibration curve. The number of traces averaged
to produce the reading that was analysed had little effect on the accuracy
of the measurement except if only one trace was used. For a soil with 8,
of 0.099 m3 m-3, the standard deviation of the measurement decreased from
0.0020 m3 m-’ for one trace to 0.0011 for two and four traces, to 0.0010 for
eight traces, and to 0.0008 for sixteen and thirty-two traces. In all subsequent
studies, four traces were used as the standard measurement procedure.
The standard deviation of the water content deterniinations (including the
deviation due to the electronics and software) was <0.0021 m3 mW3for all three
lengths of rod studied. At the 95% level of probability, the error involved in a
single determination was <0.0044 m3 m-’; this result is in agreement with other
estimates (CSIRO Aust. 1992).
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Fig. 2. The relative error in water content resulting from
an error in the depth of placenient of the transmission lines;
0.10 m
positive values of depth are lines placed too shallow
lines; 0 , O -20 m lines, A, 0.30 m lines). The values of water
content with transmission lines at the correct depth were 0.086
for 0-0.1 m, 0.099 for 0-0.2 m, and 0.113 for 0-0.3 m.
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Fig. 2 shows the effect of misplacement of transmission lines on the estimate
of water content. Water contents were overestimated when transmission lines
were too deep and underestimated when they were too shallow. As expected,
rods that were too deep had a greater influence on measured water content
than those that were too shallow because of the marked difference in dielectric
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constant between air and soil. IYhen transmission lines were pushed in too deep,
an error in depth location of only 5 nim produced an error in water content of
about l0%1equivalent to almost 0.01 m' ni-3. M'lien the error in the depth of
placement was >5 nini, the error in water content was consistently largest for
0 . 1 IKI and sniallest for 0 . 3 ni transmission lines. This W B S because the error x-as
a grearer proportion of the lriigth of the diorter ti aiismissiori lilies.
Table 2. The effect of a cavity at the tip of the TDR transmission lines on
the mezissurec! water coztent
The results are the water content (Ini InMi) relative t o the water content
in the absence of a cavit)

Length uf
t ransniission
lines ( n i )

5

Length of
1II

citi ity

(rnm)
15

20

The preseiice ()f a cavity in the soil at the tip of the rods (induced by witlidran-ing
the rods from the soil) resulted in ii reduretl estiriiate (Jf the wtter content (Table 2).
The error in w t e r contenr increased rvith the length of hole up to 10 nini i d
remained almost constant thereafter. The reduced estimate of watc=r contelit may
liave arisen because of hoth field lines extending lwyond the tip of the prohe into
rlie air gap (althnugh rhis effect has not been dorumentrd in other 1irer;ìrure) and
the annular gap around the tapered ends of the rrmsniihsion lines togerher wirh
m y c~ihturhmceciiiihed diiring niovement of the rransniission lines [see Baker and
Lnscaiio (1989) und hiighr (19921 for details of the radial sensirivity IJf TDR].

Fig. 3. The relatioriship I.~etw.eeri
measured dielect.ric cnnst.itnt (li) :ml
vnliinietric wat,er cciriterit for 0-0.10 ni
(circles], 0-0.20 r u (sqiinresi and
G O . : { Ï ) ni (triangles) at. East Beverley
ioperi synibols) and Narrogin [c~losed
symhnlsj. The solid l i r e i.s equation (li
and the dashed line is t.lir Lmt. fit. to rhc
data iequat.ioii 2).

The oVerii11 $hupe of the culihratinn [Fiq. 3 ) agreed n-it11 the empirical,
third-order polyiioniial proposed 17-y Topp t-f d.[ 1980):

-.
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+ (2.92 x IO-~K) - (5.5 x ~ o - ~ K+ (4.3
~ ) x 10-W3) , (i)

where Bv is the volumetric water content and K is the apparent dielectric
constant. The equation that best fitted the data was

eV = (-5.44

x io-2)

+ (1.79 x ~ O - ~+K(9.96
) x ~ o - ~- K(4.97
~ )x 1 0 - V ~ ~ ) .
(2)

Use of the 'universal' calibration of Topp et al. (1980) consistently overestimated
1m3 m-3. Although equation
(2) is necessary to determine the absolute values of e V , where changes in stored
soil water are required, equation (1) produces acceptable estimates. For example,
change in K from 10.00 to 5 O0 (the range of most interest on these sandy soils)
equates to a change in 8v of 0-109 m3 m-' using equation (1) and 0.113 m3 m-'
using equation (2).

Bv by about O. 02, particularly at water contents <O.

-

'?*
'II

J

F

Measurem.ent of Evaporation
Over the first 25 h, the TDR overestimated the rate of evaporation, as compared
with weighing, by 0.027 inm h-l with transmission lines installed to the correct
depth, and by 0.034 mm h-l when transmission lines were 10 mm too shallow
(Table 3). Thereafter, the rates of evaporation measured by both techniques were
similar and the cumulative evaporation measured was similar until about 114.5 h.
As the study continued, the TDR progressively underestimated evaporation,
presumably because of upward movement from the soil below 0.2 m, beyond the
depth of the transmission lines.
Evaporation exhibited three distinct stages as found by several workers. Both
techniques demonstrated linear relations between cumulative evaporation and the
square root of time for a prolonged period (between about 2 and 9 days). The
bulk soil water content at which evaporation changed from first to second stage
was between 0.16 and 0.18 m3 m-3, irrespective of the potential evaporative
demand which ranged from 3 . 2 to 6.6 mm day-l for the high rate a.nd 1e 7 to
3-Gmm day-' for the low rate (Fig. 4).
Table 3. The rate of evaporation (mm h-l) &om columns of soil measured with a balance
and with TDR transmission lines inserted 0.20 or 0.19 m into the soil
Time

Balance

T D R 0.20 m

Balance

T D R 0.19 m

0.082
0.093
0.123
0.156
0.093
0.103
0.083
0.078
0.057

0.109
0.103
o. 122
0.135
0.066
0.083
0.063
0.057
0.052

o. O90

0.124
0.052
0.114
0.110
0.049
0.062
0.048
0.045
0.041

(h)

t7
.)
c

0-25
25-51
5 1-72
72-87.5
87.5-114.5
114.5-137
137-162
162-185.8
185.8-213.8

0.082
0.107
0.127
0.074
0.092
0.072
O * 069
0.049
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3.0

r

Fig. 4. Relation between the rate of
cvaporation determined hy TDR ;tiid
water content of the hulk soil at high
and low [ O ) rates of potential
evaporation.

(o)

Fig. 5. Comparison of changes in
btortd $nil xvatf'r niea.Gc.ur4 with
TDR i i i i d neutrori prnhe fix crcips of
lupin ( 2 )and wheat) . 1
at East
Beierley. The line bhonIi is the 1.1
line; regresion ,y = n.11OS.r+O 429.
2 = n ' :It;:<.
I

Fig. 5 cnnipares changes in stnred soil \Titter in the upper 0 . 3 111 by iihiiig
TDR (tquatioii 1) and the neutron probe beneath foiir crq)s grox-n a t East
Beverley. The agreeinerit betvieen the t\vo techniques is ~ o o dfor periods of both
depletion and accretioii (slope = 0.9n9; r2 = 0.96). \$'heil cc iiiderecl over the
wliole growing se;cwn, the agreement between the tim techniqiies wts qeiiernlly
within 10% except for the early-sown wlieiit crop (Table 4). During tlie period
whcn tlie profile was drying (:JO .July to 8 October 1, the aqreenient betweti
the tistiniates vas estrenielv gi)od (everace withiii 5.5'7 1, althoiigh there \sas a
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consistent tendency for the TDR to underestimate the depletion compared with
the neutron probe by between 1 . 4 and 6.6 mm depending on the crop.
At Narrogin, the soil water balance measured by both techniques was in close
agreement for the months of July, August and September, recording a total loss
of water for the period of 0.5 mm by neutron probe and 2 . 3 mm by TDR.
Similarly, for the period from the wettest profile (25 July) until 24 September,
the depletion of water recorded by both techniques was close at 22.2 mm for the
neutron probe and 26.5 mm by TDR.
Table 4. Comparison of the seasonal depletion, and depletion of soil water during the drying
period estimated for 0-0.30 m soil depth by TDR and neutron probe techniques
The estimates (in mm) were obtained beneath four crops grown at East Beverley, Western
Australia
Technique

Early-sown
lupin

Late-sown
lupin

Early-sown
wheat

Late-sown
wheat

TDR
Neutron probe

Seasonal: 18 June-19 November
20.2
25.6
23.2
23.4

20.0
30.0

26.4
28.1

TDR
Neutron probe

Drying period: 30 July-8 October
58.2
60.2
64.8
62.8

56.9
60.1

57-6
59.0

Table 5. Estimation of the errors in water content using TDR
measurements
Source of error

Error (m3 m-3)

Electronics and software
Transmission lines too shallow (10 mm)
Transmission lines too deep (10 mm)
Cavity at tip (10 mm)

10.0022
-0.010
+0.016
-0.012

Discussion

G

2

The magnitude of the errors associated with water contents determined by
TDR is summarized in Table 5. The errors introduced by averaging traces and
electronics and software were similar in value to those described by CSIRO Amt.
(1992) and about 10 times smaller than those introduced by inaccurate location
of the transmission lines or the development of a hole at their tip. The relative
importance of the measured errors agrees with that estimated by calculation. The
apparent dielectric constant of the soil ( K ) can be estimated from the individual
dielectric constants of the three soil components (mineral particles K,, water
K , and air K,) using a mixing model (Tinga et al. 1973):

z

K ~ = ( . I - ~ ) K+evK:
:
+(f-e,)K:,

(3)

where f is the soil porosity and CU is a constant whose value has been demonstrated
to depend on the spatial arrangenient of the soil components and the orientation
of the mixture in the imposed field. For a homogeneous mixture with equally
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weighted dielectric constants, it has been demonstrated theoretically (Whalley
1993) that a has a vdue of 0.5. Roth et al. (1990) found a best fit of 0.46 for
a range of soils, although bound water niay change this valile substantially. By
assuming values of 5, 80 and 1 for K,, K,,, and K , respectively, then K for
a soil with a hulk density of 1 . 6 AIg ni-3 and 0, of 0.15 (properties similar to
the soils used iii this study) is 8.58. The effect of pushing in the transniission
lines too deeply can be calculated wing the equation

where c is the velocity of light in tt vaciluni ( 3 ~ 1 ni
0 s-l).
~
t is the travel tinie
of the step pulse, and E is rhe lengrh of the rransniission line. If trniisitiission
lines were 0.21 ni instead of the correct 0 . 2 in, li- would he 9.47 (i.e. 10.3%
greater then the true value). For transniissioii lilies 0 . 2 111 long incorrectly located
with only 0.19 III in the soil. there is a honingenfous soil layer 0.19 ni thick
(A- = 8.55) arid a laver of air of l r ~ i g h0.01 ni ( K , z= 1). The measlirecl I<
~voiilrlthen he 8.36 (i.e. 2.6% smaller rhan the true value). Thus, iìs slmvn in
Fig. 2. wheu rods are located too deeply a greater error is iiitrodiiced compared
with it locatinn which is too shallow.
To leave the liead attached to the tritiismissioii lines is rarely an option iu
field studies. hoth hecanse of the cost and because the large block of inetal
niay infliieiice evaporation froni tlie soil surface. In practical ternis, if repeared
measurements are required at the same location aiid the replacement of the head
resnlts iu the transmission lines heing pushed iiito rhe soil, then the water content
nieubured will he an overestiiiiate of the trile valne. This error niay be reduced
hy pulling the trarisniission lines out to their true position, but this will cause
a hole at the tip and au aiinulnr Sap around the line. resulting in snhsraiitial
errors (\Tliallev 1993). Thus it appears best in such circunistances to allow rhe
trnnsniission lilies to reriiaiii too deep ¿uid to correct for tlie increased length of
line rather than attempt to pnll them our. Alternatively, for lorig-temi studies.
the use of a two-wire prohe 4iould be considered because this obviateh the need
for a coiinectiiig head aiid the Transmission wires can he left uiidisturhed.
The measured cttlibratioii was siniilar in form to chat determined hy Topp t t
( I ¿ . (1980) and Roth t f d . (1992). Zegelin c f ( I I . (l!X9) determined that the
calibratinn for a fine sand agreed well with tlie equation of Topp et d . except for
values of H, <n.o5 ni3 1 t 1 - j \\-hen nieasured values of h-esceecled those expected.
O m calibration, which at low values of 0, was dominated by vdues from the
tleiise saridy soil at East Beverley, suggests that li' mag differ hetween soils so
rhitt for :rcrurate nieasurenients of 0, separate calibration is required. However,
vie concur with the coiiclusion of Zegelin cf t i ¿ . (lQ92) that. for the estimation
of a change in \Vater content, the use of the calibrarion derived by Topp ef (II.
(1980), even a t low values of O,, will introduce only a sniall error (3.7'% z* hchanges from 10.00 to 5.00). \Yhalley (1993) suggested that lise of the refractive
indes (K"'í)
is preferable to the use of K for calibration purposes. A plot of
K'"' against N, gaw an intercept of 1.88.'. a slope of 7 255, and a regression
coefficient of 0.96. TS'hdley (1993) hypothesized that the slope should be 7.94 if
soil mirer lias the saine refractive indes iis free water: his soils had values that
were all slightly greater than this.
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Zegelin et al. (1992) concluded that TDR gave changes in stored soil water to
an accuracy of about 10% for daily measurements. Our results under laboratory
conditions showed greater variation than this over individual 24 h periods (up
to 32%), but compensating errors over time allowed cumulative evaporation to
be estimated to within 6.6% over a 162 h period. A partial explanation for the
discrepancy, particularly in the later nieasurenients, is that depletion of water
may have occurred beneath the 0.2 m transmission lines; in Zegelin’s study the
transmission lines traversed the full profile. A feature of evaporation from this
soil was that it proceeded at a substantial rate even after the formation of a
dry surface. Like inany sandy soils in Western Australia, this soil is hard-setting
(Mullins et al. 1990) and a consequence of this behaviour is that hydraulic
continuity is maintained as drying proceeds so that evaporative losses are not
restricted t o a shallow surface layer.
Under field conditions, the agreement between TDR and neutron probe estimates
of changes in soil water storage was generally within 10% over both 14 day and
longer periods. The much smaller volume of soil contributing to the measurement
of water content by TDR had no deleterious effects on the estimation of changes
in soil water storage when compared with the neutron probe. Given the more
rapid tinies of measurement and the ability to use a single calibration for most
mineral soils (Roth et al. 1992), TDR has advantages over the neutron probe
technique for assessing seasonal changes in soil water storage.

Conclusions
Errors froin instrumentation were small compared with those introduced by
inaccurate location of transmission lines. On sandy soils where the repeated
use of detachable heads may lead t o misplacement of the transmission lines, it
appears best to correct for the increased length of line rather than pull them
out to their true location.
On the two soils studied, the measured calibration was similar to that determined
by Topp et al. (1980) except for values of 8, <0.05 when measured values of K
exceeded those expected. Despite the different volumes of soil sampled by the
neutron probe and TDR techniques, estimates of changes in soil water storage
were generally within 10% over both 14-day and longer periods of up to 5 months.
We conclude that with careful placement and management of the transmission
lines, TDR is an appropriate technique for assessing changes in soil water storage
on these sandy soils.
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